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PS Pump Background
As automotive manufacturing evolved from the 1950s to the 1960s, power steering was becoming more
popular. Up through the 1964 model year, Ford was using Eaton roller-style power steering (PS) pumps in
vehicle production. This design was prevalent in the 1950s but was on path to become obsolete.
Meanwhile, TRW, then known as Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge, had been remaking their company and
acquiring technology to develop e new, modern-designed PS pump.
The new design was such where the pump cartridge was encased inside the metal canister which also acted
as a fluid reservoir. This enabled all PS fluid to be close to the pump as opposed to a separate tank or
reservoir. Another benefit of the design was the cooling properties whereby the cartridge was submerged in
PS fluid and more readily able to dissipate heat. Ford was interested in the new design and began testing.
By 1963, Ford and TRW entered into an agreement where Ford's Transmission and Chassis Division ("T&C")
would manufacture and warranty PS pumps based on TRW’s patents. At the time, TRW consisted of
Cleveland-based Thompson Products and the Ramo-Woolridge Corporation, a company bankrolled by
Thompson founded by Simon Ramo and Dean Wool-ridge, two of Hughes Aircraft’s top scientist-executives
seeking to form a new electronics company in 1953. For all intents and purposes, TRW and Thompson
became one in the same.
By 1964, Ford began manufacturing and installing the Ford/Thompson PS pumps in 1965 model cars. From
that point forward, Ford-manufactured pumps were commonly referred to as “Ford/Thompson”. Ford T&C
had also looked at manufacturing Eaton and Saginaw PS pumps, but after a 1963 study of the various
components of each of PS pump, they found the Ford/Thompson unit had greater manufacturing feasibility.
While Ford T&C manufactured its own ‘Ford/Thompson’ PS pumps, Ford was also purchasing 35% of its PS
pumps directly from TRW. This was based on their agreement with TRW whereby Ford would receive a
royalty-free license to the TRW patents in exchange for 35% of total purchases. Hence, for 7-Litres, some PS
pumps will be the “Ford/Thompson” units manufactured by Ford T&C while other units are “TRW” units
manufactured by TRW.
As for TRW, company began reshaping itself in 1963 by selling off unprofitable divisions including computer,
microwave and hi-fidelity electronics while acquiring Ross Gear & Tool which made power steering units. In
turn, that helped TRW engage Ford with a new PS pump design which ultimately led to the agreement. By
1965, the company officially changed their name from Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge to TRW.
Ford T&C continued to manufacture these PS pumps in various forms until 1978 when the C-II model was
developed as a replacement.
For the 1966 7-Litres, both Ford T&C and TRW offered two versions of the same PS pump. One had a
straight filler neck for cars without AC, and another had an angled filler tube for cars with air conditioning.
Beyond that, the only other differences between Ford T&C and TRW-manufactured units were the paint
color used on the pump canisters and the pump ID tags. More on that next.

PS Pump Color
The manufacturing origin of the PS pump is important because it determines what color the pump canister
should be. In short, the Ford/Thompson units manufactured by Ford T&C were “teal-blue metallic” whereas
all units manufactured by TRW were semi-gloss black.
Studying original and NOS (new old stock) PS pumps will reveal the teal-blue metallic paint was slightly
different in 1965-66 compared to 1967 and later. In the earlier years, the hue was greener and slightly
lighter in color. From 1967 forward, it was darker and bluer which is often seen today.
Thus far, I have been unable to uncover exactly why Ford T&C chose teal-blue metallic for its power steering
pump canisters. It was distinctly different from the Ford Corporate Blue paint which Ford used for its FE
motors built at the Dearborn engine plant (DEP), and also somewhat contrasting.
Below is an example of the teal-blue paint color along with how it contrasts against the Ford Corporate Blue
paint color used on the engine blocks (non-AC pump on left, 1967 pump with thin filler tube on right):

Over the years, Ford enthusiasts have found it difficult to source the correct teal-blue metallic paint. Those
focused on a Concours-correct color chose PPG Delstar Chesapeake Blue, Part # DAR-12366. However, that
paint is no longer being manufactured.
Here are the options available today:
 Accumatch L-17520R – for 1965-66 greener/lighter canisters
 Accumatch L-17520 – for 1967-on bluer/darker canisters
 Omni-Pak EN-16 (NPD part # AP-PSPER) – for 1967-on bluer/darker canisters

Determining Pump Color
To determine whether your PS pump was manufactured by Ford/Thompson or TRW, you must look at the ID
tag bolted to the side of the canister. The tag will reveal a series of numbers which will easily determine
whether it’s a Ford/Thompson unit or TRW. Here is an easy way to determine:
Ford/Thompson pumps have three lines on the tag:




First line: Identification number
Second line: The letters "I F"
Third line: Date code

TRW pumps have two lines on the tag with the second line being blank:



First line: Identification number
Third line: Date code with “W”

Hence, if the tag has three lines with "I F" in the middle, then it is a Ford/Thompson unit. If it only has two
lines with a “W” in the second, then it’s a TRW unit.

PS Pump Tag De-Coding
Whether the unit is a Ford/Thompson or TRW, both ID tags can be deciphered using the following processes.
Ford/Thompson units will be explained first followed by TRWs.
Ford/Thompson Units
The first line lists the prefix and suffix of the PS pump. Together, they determine the application (air
conditioning or no AC) and part number.
Prefix Suffix
HBA AG, AG1, AG2, AG3, AJ, AJ1, AJ2, BC, BC1, BC3
HBA AH, AH1, AH2, AH3, AH4, AM1, AM2, BB, BB1, BB3

Notes
w/o AC; straight filler tube
w/AC; angled filler tube

Part Number
C5AZ-3A674-ARM
C5AZ-3A674-DRM

The second line determines the internal valve designation for that particular pump. There are three types, I
F, II F and III F. In all instances, the “F” designates it is a Ford/Thompson pump.
The third line indicates the year, month, day and shift the pump was manufactured. The first number
indicates year. For 7-Litres, a 5 means the pump was manufactured in 1965 where 6 = 1966. Next is a letter
which determines which month the pump was manufactured. These codes follow Ford's traditional "A - M"
system as listed in the table further below.
The third character(s) identify the day of the month the pump was manufactured. For instance, 2 = second
day of the month, 28 = 28th day of the month. The last character identifies the shift where A = first, B =
second, and C = third.

The following table provides the codes used to identify month of manufacture.
Production
Month
A = January
B = February
C = March
D = April
E = May
F = June
G = July
H = August
J = September
K = October
L = November
M = December

TRW Units
Once again, the first line lists the prefix and suffix of the PS pump. Together, they determine the application
(air conditioning or no AC) and part number.
Prefix
HBA
HBA

Suffix
AG, AG1, AG2, AG3, AJ, AJ1, AJ2, BC, BC1, BC3
AH, AH1, AH2, AH3, AH4, AM1, AM2, BB, BB1, BB3

Notes
w/o AC
w/AC

Part Number
C5AZ-3A674-ARM
C5AZ-3A674-DRM

As noted, there is no second line on TRW pump tags.
On the third line, TRW provided the date codes as well as a “W” which indicated the pump was built by TRW.
The date codes are decoded as follows; the first character is a number which indicates the month. Hence, if
the number is a “3”, the pump was manufactured in March. The next character is W which has already been
explained. The third set of characters indicates the day. For instance, 28 = 28th day. The last character
indicates the year of manufacture. In the case of 7-Litres, it should read 5 for 1965 or 6 for 1966.

Decoding Sample ID Tags

Application: non-AC car, PN# C5AZ-3A674-ARM
Production date: 1965, October, 28, shift-2

Application: AC car, PN# C5AZ-3A674-DRM
Production date: October 28, 1965

Galaxie PS Pumps vs Other Ford Models
Be wary of acquiring PS pumps intended for other Ford models and installing them in your 7-Litre. While at
first glance these pumps can look the same, the reality is there are differences between both the return
hose nipple length/ direction as well as the pressure hose fitting style and location.
Note in the pictures below both the different location of the return nipple length, style and direction. Also
note the clocking of the bolt pattern (smaller) which secures the internal pump cartridge to the canister.

Likewise, note that both Scott Drake and Classic Auto Air make reproduction PS pump canisters with the
angled large-neck filler tube for AC cars. Each have return nipples pointed in the correct direction for
Galaxies (pointed upwards vs pointed down for Mustangs). However, these units are made for the Mustang
pump cartridge, not the Galaxie cartridge.
A close look at the picture below reveals a difference in width between the large pressure hose hole and the
cartridge-to-canister anchor bolt hole. Also note the angle of the centerline for the two holes is different.
Hence, it is important not only to have the right canistry, but to ensure the internal cartridge matches it.

Correct 7-Litre PS Pumps
As noted, the correct PS pumps for 1966 Galaxie 7-Litres are C5AZ-3A674-ARM for cars without AC, and
C5AZ-3A674-DRM for cars with AC. Below are pictures of NOS remanufactured versions of each pump.

C5AZ-3A697-ARM (non-AC cars)

C5AZ-3A697-DRM (AC cars)

Correct 7-Litre PS Hoses
For those interested in assuring a show-correct 7-Litre, there are a few details about PS hoses to help ensure
the right hoses are installed and routing is correct. Additional notes were provided on detailing.
1966 Pressure Hose vs 1965
First, be sure you have correct pressure hose for a 1966. Often times retailers and merchants on Ebay
confuse 1965 pressure hoses with 1966. The easy way to tell is by looking at both ends of the hose. If both
ends of the hose has bent lines, then it is correct for 1966. Otherwise, if one end is straight, then you have a
1965 pressure hose. Refer to the pictures below for reference.

1966 PS Pressure Hose with Bent Lines on Each End

1965 PS Pressure Hose with Straight Lines on One End

Note the part number for the 1966 pressure hose depends on whether the vehicle had a Ford or Saginaw PS
gearbox. For those cars with Ford units, the pressure hose Part # is C5AZ-3A719-F. For Saginaw boxes, it’s
C5MY-3A719-A.

1966 Pressure & Return Hose Routing
The correct position for the pressure hose is where its angled away from the motor, resting close to or on
the fenderwell. For the return hose, first, if your 7-Litre is using a C6AZ-3D746-A power steering cooler, then
it’s routed from the PS pump to the cooler located at core support, then back to the PS gearbox bolted to
the frame below the master cylinder. The hose is secured to the LH fenderwell using two heavy dual-leaf
plastic clamps which also secure the nylon fuel line.
C6AZ-3D746-A PS Cooler, Mounted in Radiator Core Support

Return Hose Routes from Cooler Along Fenderwell to PS Gearbox, Secured with Plastic Clamps

If no PS cooler is installed on the car, the return hose is routed up away from the motor, alongside the
fenderwell and down to the steering gearbox as shown below. Note the return hose is not clamped down by
the clips on the fenderwell.
Return Hose Routing, without PS Cooler

Yellow Stripe Denoting Return Hose
Ford used various markings to denote different parts and stages of the production process. In this case, Ford
used a yellow stripe around the return line being routed to the PS cooler. Note a similar orange stripe on
the AC discharge hose which runs from the condenser to AC compressor.
Note Yellow Stripe (a bit hard to see)

Thanks for reading and good luck with your project!!

